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there hasn't been a newsletter made previously by EasyTech in Sheffield, but with this we hope to share and show what we

have in store and on offer for Sheffield as well as the rest of the United Kingdom. 

Recently EasyTech has had a massive overhaul both in its aesthetics and the way that it operates, there is more than just

repairs and fixes that EasyTech now offers. Although known for its repair services it has now added to it's skillset with now

being able to offer design solutions, marketing and social media solutions to it's growing customer base and wants to show

Sheffield that it is good at what it can do. It wants to use its own marketing and designs as a benchmark for its clients and

show its own skills and work with the community to provide a better and more tailored service to its clients, that they can

both trust and keep coming back for more. 
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The more
passion and time
and patience we
have the more
we can
accomplish.
Sabir Hussain GM EasyTech
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What can people expect from us moving forward towards the

end of the year there is a lot going on here at EasyTech and

its only going to get more exciting as the year goes on.

We have started our own blog with in house designs for the

blog as well as commentary and discussions that we have, we

also are going to start sharing a monthly newsletter to make

sure that our client base is regularly informed.

We have started to offer our web development services to the

public, as well as designs marketing and social media and

business management and structure. 

We also have updated the products that we offer and can

cater for individual needs and technological requirements

and want to be transparent with our services. 
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We know that students play a big part in Sheffield, and we

are always happy to give something back. For all students we

are offering a mandatory 10% discount on all products and

services throughout the year as well as promotions for

students. As we know student life is not easy and expenses

can always soon build up quickly.

However to make it easier we have come up with a solution

for students to call us or get in touch with us via email or

come and see us in store. We will happily help with any

technical issue that they have, as well as any other help that

they might require from software to even data recovery and

storage options as we well know that keeping your data

stored and safe on the go can always been an issue and this

is something that we are wanting to be able to help with.

What is in it for
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